MEMBERSHIP
WAYS TO JOIN CBAW AS A
VALUED SUPPORTER

YOUR SUPPORT
BUILDING FOUNDATIONS FOR FAIRNESS

Digitization is transforming our world - and for emerging technologies to benefit
everyone, they need to include a diversity of voices from the beginning. The
Canadian Blockchain Association for Women (CBAW) is Canada's organization
for the advancement of women in the high-growth blockchain sector.
With support from our valued partners and members, CBAW engages in
groundbreaking projects including public advocacy, gender disparity research
and digital literacy for Indigenous youth and other groups at high risk of future
workforce displacement. Interesting and exciting events are held throughout the
year to educate, raise awareness and support fantastic causes.
Align with CBAW and become part of our journey towards building a more
equitable and inclusive future - block by block.

TAKING MEANINGFUL ACTION
CBAW's mission is backed by a philosophy of

The same fundamental principles apply: as the

transformation through action. The core of

Consortia, CBAW provides the framework and

our organization's activity is the innovative

underlying principles for uniting diverse

Social Consortia.

counterparties to co-create, test and apply
solutions.

"Advancing women's
equality has the
potential to add $150
billion in incremental

Consortias are essential organizations in

GDP by 2026."

cross-sector digital technology development

Our Social Consortia projects involve working

between corporations. CBAW applies this

group roundtables, educational events, research

successful model in the equally challenging

projects and publications. Contact us to see how

McKinsey Global Institute,

sphere of collaboration for necessary and

your organization can get engaged.

The Power of Parity (2017)

valuable social change.

EVENTS

PROJECTS

ADVOCACY

EDUCATION

RESEARCH

CONTACT CBAW:

Mailing Address:

Mobile: 647.215.8580

CBAW Corp.

Email: alexis@cbaw.io
Website: www.cbaw.io

@cbaw_io

Suite 2020, 633 6th Ave SW
Calgary, AB T2P 2Y5

MEMBERSHIP&
ENGAGEMENT
GENERAL
MEMBERSHIP

AFFILIATE
MEMBERSHIP

CBAW is an inclusive and open

Joining CBAW as an Affiliate

organization and offers

Member supports our work

membership free of charge to

and projects in the technology

any interested member of the

community and comes with

public in Canada and beyond.

other perks.

CBAW's fun and informative
events unite diverse groups to
educate, network and
collaborate around advancing
women in blockchain and other
digital technologies.

Join us at www.cbaw.io to

Members receive discounts to

receive updates on our

CBAW and Alberta Blockchain

initiatives, news and our latest

Consortium events, AGM

event details. Due to provincial

access as a formal member,

liquor regulations, some events

blog publication of posts and

require membership to attend.

articles, and premium content.

F R E E

EVENT
SPONSORSHIP

We appreciate our valued
event sponsors with cobranding, recognition at the
event and in the media, and an
active role in the content.

$ 1 5 0 . 0 0 / Y E A R

P L E A S E

C O N T A C T

SOCIAL CONSORTIA MEMBERSHIP
TRANSFORMATIVE PARTNERSHIPS
Diverse engagement in support of inclusion and

CBAW's valued Social Consortia members are our

enhanced employment opportunities for women is

important partners in building a strong future for

critical to moving our economy forward.

women in the digital technology industry, and we strive
to show our appreciation in a number of ways:

As one of Canada's strongest emerging economic
drivers, digital technologies are the path to a bright

Participation in our research, consortia projects and

future - yet one where women are heavily

working group roundtables

underrepresented.

Profiling of our member's leadership in technology
diversity in a published article

To create lasting and meaningful change, solutions

Publication of member-created content through

need to be creative, collaborative and built on a

CBAW's website and media channels

foundation of strong values.

Recognition in our media and events
Discounts on educational seminars and courses

CBAW's Social Consortia is an innovative way of

Invitations to our annual AGM

bringing ecosystem, NFP and industry members to

Free or discounted event tickets

the table to generate ideas, shape projects and take
an active role in supporting our mission.

Thank you for demonstrating your commitment to
digital diversity by considering Consortia membership.

Membership fees support the Consortia's projects,
events and operations.

www.cbaw.io

$ 1 5 0 0 . 0 0 / Y E A R

